
No.1 is full highland.
Gordon's members are the only SK Scots permitted to wear highland kit.

This is the full highland outfit: belted plaid, flintlock musket, basket hilt sword, targe, etc. as
shown in the picture on the right.  Note that this picture does not show Gordons as they
actually look (I can’t find a decent picture!), as none of them is carrying a flintlock musket,
but it does give you an idea of the type of costume you need should you go down this route.
However, please beware of the perils of buying tartan (those in the picture are far too bright
by the way).  It is far too easy to make a horrible mistake, and therefore we insist that no
tartan is bought prior to approval from a senior member of the Regiment who will advise
and, if necessary, source your plaid for you.

No.2 replaces the plaid with trews and a soldiers coat.

This is the soldiers coat and trews outfit (pictured left) and is an alternative to the number ones.
You do not need to obtain one’s and two’s unless you are reeaally keen.  It is an either/or.

Basically it comprises a simple grey soldiers coat, simple highland trews cut on the bias (i.e. on the
diagonal), blue bonnet, latchet shoes, flintlock musket and bandolier, plus a simple sword or hanger
(n.b. not a basket hilt) Note that the actual tartan in the trews is not a uniform pattern, and once
again we can advise and help source these for you.

Cost of kit (excluding specialist add ons):
Gordon's male members have a more extensive (and therefore expensive) kit list than other Scots regiments.  A full kit
list breakdown and idea of cost is included on the next page.  For newbies however, there is normally enough spare kit
amongst exisiting Gordon's members to loan out initially whilst the necessary wardrobe is acquired.

The following is extracted from 'KIT LIST – MORE INFORMATION by Steve Langan' (First Published in COTN Issue 1
September 2005).  The full article including information on helmets can be found on the Gordon's Members area of the
Scots brigade website under 'Useful Articles': www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk/Gordons   Password: Whisky [no e]

No.3 is lowland Scots, Covenanter or with different headgear, English/European.

This is the Lowland/European look (right), which we all need to have for events when Highland
troops were not present.  This is also the most practical look for pikemen (though trews might
work as well). Please note that we insist that you obtain this outfit first (with the exception
of the short plaid).  Again, we can advise on patterns, material, etc.  If in doubt, ask!

With regard to our English Rutland Militia guise, the coat may be exchanged for red but is by
no means necessary however the Scots bonnet is to be replaced by a felted hat and of course
no plaid sash.
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COST
from £45

from £65

from £25

from £10.  Woollen braids from £8

Made to order.  Patterns available to DIY.

from £15

Around £28 for a blue bonnet
Monteros from £20
Cavalier style hat from £25

Specialist kit made to order.  Patterns also available to DIY.
Cost dependant upon cost of plaid material and lining.  Typically
you should allow at least 3 metres of material.

Harris Tweed is a reliable supplier from £42.50 per metre. It's also
possible for a price to get your own weave made.  Cheaper versions
of plaid from £15pm from other suppliers are available at times.

from £25

from £45.
Tod Booth of Foxblade Trading offers discount to fellow
Gordon's members and can handmake to order.

from £50

Made to order from pattern

from £15
from £15

from £15

from £25

from £1 per metre

from £15

from £15

from £15

KIT ITEMS No 1 No 2 No 3
Hodden Grey woollen breeches *.  Either open or closed.  High waisted, and only
ever reaching to just below the knee.  Do NOT allow your breeches to hang down
your calves
Belts *. Narrow (less than 1”) leather with preferably iron buckles. Brass buckles and
thick leather belts to be avoided.
Hodden Grey Soldiers Coat * (lined with cream/unbleached canvas or linen) and
buttoned with same coloured cloth or preferably plain metal buttons. Wooden
buttons with lugs (not a hole through the middle and absolutely not a flat wooden
button with four drilled holes) are acceptable but not really good enough. Should
always be buttoned from the top.  And an even better – and more authentic - look is
to wear a doublet or singlet under your soldiers coat. Soldiers coats should be worn
with turned back cuffs. Drummers should wear pattern coats from the period, with
padded and hanging sleeves, lined in powder blue linen or wool , and with gold braid.
Off-white linen shirt *. No cotton, EVER! Plain, with or without a collar, and no lace
edges unless you are an officer. No lace up the front efforts either, EVER.
Hose * (bonnet blue) and grey woollen over socks (no football socks or white
fisherman socks, ever! ). These should be tied up with dull thin woollen braid, leather or
match. Hose should be knitted or cut from cloth
Latchet Shoes * (brown preferred.  Black was posher). Closed or open, take your
pick.  Startups are only acceptable on the field, but NEVER on LH sites, unless you are
portraying an English yokel (banjo optional). Boots should only be worn by officers or
colour bearers.
Cuirans (brown preferred). Rough leather.
Knitted Woollen Bonnet * – light blue colour (can be obtained via the regiment).
Dark blue is only to be worn by officers . No cloth bonnets EVER .  When portraying an
English or European unit a woollen grey Montero (lined powder blue) is preferred to a
cavalier style hat (to avoid the full Confederate look).
Trews cut on the bias – no side leg seams. Should be full foot or stirruped). Tartan
must be of sad dull colouring and as basic as possi ble.  Please check with Steve L/S teve
Ellis/Mike Nettin or Todd first before buying cloth. N.B. YOU MUST WEAR KNEE
TIES WITH THESE OTHERWISE YOU LOOK LIKE AN ANCIENT BRITON, and will
be ridiculed as such.
Full Plaid - Wool cloth – minimum 4yds/mtrs.  Tartan must be of sad dull colouring
and as basic as possible.  Please check before buying cloth. And absolutely no
underwear!!!
Plain Saffron Shirt (linen).  Please check before buying as many of the saffron shades
available are totally incorrect.
Sporran. Can be a simple leather pouch; a hard backed leather pouch; or the real
period piece which is a hard backed leather pouch with two additional attached smaller
pouches, one for your oatmeal and one for your salt.  There are some excellent
examples in the Museum of Scotland.  All should be worn at the front of the plaid,
trews or breeches.
Hodden Grey Wool Doublet - 6 or 8 tabs, lined with cream/unbleached canvas or
linen, open or closed sleeves with cloth or metal buttons. Western h ighland patterns
were distinctive.  Steve L has patterns
Highland coats hardcore only.  Steve L has patterns
Plaid hose (of muted colours cut on the bias – no socks to be visible)
Gloves* – plain leather, brown or natural , simple cut (no welders gloves)
Short Plaid*. Usually two metres.  Worn as a blanket role (see previous advise on
tartan)

VERY IMPORTANT - ‘The Look’: There is a huge difference between getting the
kit above and attaining the correct period look.  To get this right you should obtain and
carry the following:

- Snapsack*: leather or linen. ‘Sausage’ shaped only.  NOT handbag shaped.
Should be ‘stuffed’ at all times

- spare match*: even as a flintlock unit, it is useful to carry some spare match.
This should either be hung in coils at the bottom of your bandolier, or cut into
useable lengths and interspersed along the front of your bandolier.

- Neckerchief: linen (filthy preferred) only. Useful for preventing powder
burns as well

- Accoutrements: musket tools, pouches, etc.  No tankards EVER.
- And just in case you were wondering, no jewellery, piercings, make up (men

or women) or modern spectacles at any time, EVER. If you have to wear
goggles, either contact lenses (preferred) or period glasses.

- And then make yourself look like you haven’t eaten or slept for a month……

Costs vary dependant upon supplier so the ones quoted
below are intended as a guideline only.

The full kit list (including weaponry) is also published on the Members Area of the Scots Brigade website
www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk - General/Kitlists/Gordon's    Password: Whisky [no e]

A full list of recommended suppliers is posted on the Members Area.  If in doubt, ask!
And remember, it costs no more to get it right, than it does to get it hideously wrong, so please make the effort.
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-      Early Highland Dirks: These would have been worn by most highland /lowland
men whether civilian or soldiers and were as much a day to day utensil as a
weapon. particularly relevant to living history impressions

If there is anything in this article which is incorrect or misrepresented, or if you feel anything of importance has been omitted,
please email the Editor who will happily revise the document.
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